WHAT IS GENUINE?

Webster’s defines it as something with true quality and character, free of pretense, and with enduring value. Since 1908, Wenger has defined it with every blade, every implement, and every precision tool of the knives they craft. Knives originally supplied only to Swiss Armed Forces - now available to enthusiasts throughout the world. Unfold a Wenger knife, and discover another feature you won’t find anywhere else. Wenger innovation. Backed by the ongoing service and support of an organization that genuinely cares about your business. We invite you to closely examine the Wenger Swiss Army Knife Collection. And discover the difference, the genuine difference, that only a Wenger makes.
Wenger Genuine Swiss Army Knife

Supplied to Swiss forces since 1908.

Since every adult male in Switzerland is either a soldier or reservist in his country’s army, a knife is given to each. Considered a “master of innovation”, Wenger has many patented features that are utilized throughout its line of Genuine Swiss Army Knives. And every Wenger knife comes with a lifetime warranty.
Genuine A-2 Flight Jacket

During WWII, it was more than a way to keep warm in an unheated cockpit - it was a symbol of membership in the brotherhood of airmen. First issued under the Army Air Corps., the A-2 was immortalized by General Jean Claire Cherault’s “Flying Tigers”. The insignia of this squadron of volunteers was created by Walt Disney.

* Includes toothpick / tweezer
This collection features many of Wenger's most popular full size models. Today, the Standard Issue is still the choice of the Swiss Army. The popular Viking (1693802), Traveler (1693202) and Trailblazer (1693102) are also available in black. Many models are available in "clamshell" packaging, see price list for details.
Many of these models feature Wenger's patented adjustment-free “springless” scissors. This combined with self-sharpening, serrated edge blades, results in a true working pair of scissors. The Esquire models are available in “clamshell” packaging, see price list for details.
Genuine Conklin Crescent Filler Pen

This Conklin pen, a favorite companion of writer Mark Twain, was manufactured in Toledo early in the century. The repoussé gold metal work produces a stunning ornamental relief over a body of black hard rubber. An attachment ring and chain was used for safe-keeping in the vest pocket or as a necklace.

* Includes toothpick/tweezer
  (2.5” closed; V.I.P. 3” closed)
Genuine Hudson Bay Point Blanket

Woven in England since 1779 and highly valued by native Americans and trappers who traded with the Hudson Bay Company. Indigo “points” on the pure wool blanket represent the number of pelts to be taken for each blanket in trade.
Considered "The World's most portable tool kit", the Wenger Swiss Army Knife has traveled to every corner of the globe, to outer space and to the top of Mt. Everest.
The knives of this collection feature the exclusive Packlock™ locking system that helps prevent accidental closure of the main blade and screwdrivers while in use. Several models are available in "clamshell" packaging, see price list for details.
Genuine Laing Black Sleeper Decoy

Recognized as one of the finest decoy makers, Albert Laing's wooden waterfowl set gunning records without equal on the Housatonic River in the mid-1800's. Laing's carvings were legendary for their graceful, well-finished shapes and meticulous attention to detail that rarely failed to fool any duck that approached.

* Includes toothpick / tweezers
Genuine Hardy Brothers "Perfect"

A genuine century-old Hardy Brothers fly reel, exquisitely crafted in Alwick, England with a solid brass body, brass bearings, and ivory handle. To this day, the Hardy Perfect model is still being manufactured, making it the longest-running reel in fishing history.
Designed to meet the needs of specific athletic and recreational activities, these models feature such innovative tools as a wax remover in the Skier, a diamond coated hook sharpener in the Fisherman models, and a divot repair tool in the Golf Pro. Several models are available in “clamshell” packaging, see price list.
Many of this collection's knives feature Wenger's multi-purpose pliers. This tool has a special slip-joint mechanism which allows for adjustable width settings, and features toothed jaws, two-wire cutters and a crimping tool with a dual setting. The pliers work off Wenger's patented spring level mechanism, eliminating easily lost external springs. Several models are available in "clamshell" packaging, see price list for details.
Genuine Norris English Plane

Thomas Norris’s adjustable steel woodworking planes, patented 80 years ago, are an ingenious demonstration of the art and craft of toolmaking. Fitted with rosewood and ebony, the planes set unmatched standards for both beauty and precision. Shown is a Norris dovetailed smoothing model.
Genuine Morgan Silver Dollars

The Morgan Silver Dollar was first issued in 1878 and named after its designer, sculptor George T. Morgan. These magnificent rare coins were minted with 412.5 grains of .900-pure silver. In today's dollars, the value of a complete Morgan collection can exceed its face value by over 10,000%.
The Dynasty models feature black mirror polished metal handles and the official Swiss Cross surrounded by a heraldic crest. The Sterling Silver models feature sterling silver scales elegantly styled and designed by one of the world's finest silversmiths.
This collection includes such Wenger exclusives as the “Southpaws” which feature tools that have been reverse engineered to meet the needs of the lefthander and the “Brites” which make a fashion statement for both women and men.
Genuine Mikimoto Pearls

At the beginning of the 20th century, Kokichi Mikimoto developed a special method of "seeding" Japanese oysters so that they produced pearls of uniquely elegant color and symmetry. A string of well-matched Mikimoto pearls is the luminous result.
Luxury Wenger Watches

Each watch features accurate Swiss quartz movement, water resistant to 330 feet (100m), scratch resistant mineral crystal, a stainless steel screwback and tritium hands and numerals for night use. The luxury model offers a superior Swiss quartz movement, resulting in extreme accuracy. Available in an attractive gift box.

Military Watches

These durable Swiss Military Watches feature hands designed to resemble the Genuine Swiss Army Knife. Each offers Swiss quartz movement, water resistant to 165 feet (50m), a scratch resistant mineral crystal and a unidirectional divers bezel.
Fillet & Lockbacks

Fillet Knives

Featuring surgical stainless steel blades, contoured, non-slip nylon handles and protective forefinger guard for safety. The sheath is genuine leather and embossed with the Swiss Army logo.

Lockback Knives

Each style features the patent pending lockback system which prevents accidental closure of the main blade. These rugged knives all offer 4" clip blades and scratch resistant scales.
MERCHANDISING

CAROUSEL DISPLAYS

These Countertop displays are styled to enhance the sale of Wenger Genuine Swiss Army Knives, allowing you to sell a full program with a minimum dollar outlay. The small display holds 10-14 knives; the medium, 15-18; and the large, 27-35. These displays can be custom tailored to your needs or can feature a standard knife assortment. Each unit features the display contents on the side panels with space for pricing as well as a blade configuration and usage chart. All displays are designed to require minimal space and are constructed of quality materials, are piller-proof and easy to clean. A literature stand featuring consumer brochures, can be easily attached to the sides of these units.

COUNTERTOP DISPLAYS

These displays were designed to accommodate two or four models of “clamshell” Wenger Genuine Swiss Army Knives. The versatile wire racks allow use on a counter or attached to a peg board wall, have a minimal space requirement, while offering easy merchandising. The best selling Wenger models are offered in this piller-proof “clamshell” packaging which feature graphics showing the tools that are available on each knife. Displays are packaged individually with backup stock for easy shipment and set up.

CUSTOM KNIVES

Wenger can custom imprint all Genuine Swiss Army Knives or create a specially designed knife just for you. Contact your Wenger representative for complete details.
The Wenger Swiss Watch is available with almost any Wenger Genuine Swiss Army Knife. Ask your Wenger Representative about packaging alternatives.